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To all ywhom it may concern .' 
Be it known that I, MILTON “haar 

Human, a citizen of the United-States, re~ 
siding at Baltimore, in the State of Mary 
land, >have invented certain new and use 
ful Ii'nprovenients in “Trapping-Machines, 
of which the following is a specification. 
This invention relates to improvements in 

wrapping or packaging machines and par 
ticularly to a machine which will wind the 
wrapper about the article and enable the 
ends te be twisted sufiiciently to retain the 
same in the wound condition. 
The machine is particularly adapted to 

wrap bodies or articles having a circular 
shape in cross-section whereby the same 
may be rolled over the wrapper. As an ex 
ample of such an article attention is direct~ 
ed to cigars, stick candy and other objects of 
asimilar shape. 1 i 

The main object of the invent-ion is to 
provide a machine of simple construction 
which will enable the article to be Wrapped 
and aid the operator in effecting a twisting 
of the ends in a speedy and expeditious 
manner. ' 

The accompanying drawings illustrate a 
practical embodiment vof the invention 
whereinm- . . 

Figure 1, illustrates the machine partly 
in vertical section and sideelevation. Fig. 

front or feed-end elevation of 
the same; Fig. 3, a top plan View thereof; 
Fig. 4, an enlarged vertical sectional detail 
taken on the line 451 of Fig. 3. Fig. 5, 
illustrates an enlarged cross-sectional detail 
ofone of the side guides,this section be 
ing taken on the line 5_5 of Fig. 3.@ Fig. 6, 
shows a side elevation of one of the roller 
sustaining carriages _or brackets, and Fig. 7, 
illustrates a package such as a cigar as it is 
Wrapped with its ends twisted when it leaves 
the machine. 
In ̀ the drawing the numeral, ~1, designates 

the ,corner posts or supports which sustain 
a horizontal table, 2, the latter preferably 
having vert-ical side and rear Walls, 3, and, 
4, respectively to prevent the articles, which 
are usually piled or laidv thereon in readi 
ness to be wrapped from rolling off. Atthe 
rear, the table has an opening, 5, through 
which the wrapped packages may be 
dropped into an inclined chute, 7, which 
latter is located-'beneath and at the under 
side of the table. > v 

A Work bed 4is Áprovidedon the upper sur 
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face of the table, 2, anduhas a smooth een 
tral rear body portion, 8,> which extends 
forwardly from the edge 
and a wider front end,'ï9,\ Where the `wrap 
pmg operation begins.v i This Work bed' is 
of substantially a T-'shape,the head of 

g the Wrapperattaching end 
and the leg of the> T serving as the rolling 
bed on 4which the rolling of the package 
takes place _while the ends .of the wrapper 
are ‘being twisted. 
work bed is best illustrated in Fig. 4, Where~ 
in it will b_e seen that the same is provided 
with a coneavity, 10,-which drops from sub~ 
stantially the front edge, 1l, and then 
gradually curves upwardly and at, 12, 
merges into the top surface of the Wider 
end and in front of the rear body por~ 

By referring to Figs. 3, and 4, 
it will be noted that the top surface of 
the work bed is elevated with respect to 
the top _surface of the table which is de. 
sirable because «it gives room for the opera 
to-r’s hands during the twistingoperation, 
as `will presently be explained. A flexible 
belt or strip, 13, extends over the upper 
surface of the work bed and in the present 
instance one end, 14T, ofthis belt or strip 
is secured at the rear end of the leg or 
body, 8, adjacent to the opening, 5, and 
from that point of attachment Isaid belt 
or strip extends forwardly along and over 
the said top surface and then extends cen 
trally across the Wider front end, 9, and 
dips or follows the contour of the concav 
ity, 10. At the front end the belt or 
normally extends upwardly from the 
cavity and forms 
treme front end, 16, of said beltl or strip eX 
tends beneath ablock, 17, and is rigidly se 
cured thereto. It will th`us be noted that 
the belt 0r strip, 13, has no longitudinal 
movement bodily because its two ends are 
rigidly secured, and _also that it has a-,fulL 
ness or is longer than the work bed which 
enables the loop, 15, to be formed therein. 
On` top of the 

ofthe Work bed, 8,. there are provided lon 
gitudinal guide bars, 18, each of which has 
an overhanging top flange, 19, as clearly 
seen in Figs. 2, 5 and 6, ofthe drawings. 
These guide bars extend all the Way across 
the table top from the front to at least the 
opening, 5, at the end of the Work hed. vAt 
the front end the guide bars sustain a. hori 
zontal stop bar, 
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of the guide bars the wall, 4 of the table 
is4 rovided with a slot, 21, iior a purpose 
which will presently be described. ` 
A horizontal shaft, 22, is sustained in 

suitable brackebbearings, 23„ at «the rear of 
the table and said shaft servesas adrum 
on which one of the ends of twg.,u spaced 
apart belts, 2l, are wound. These belts eX# 
.tend from the drum through the slot, 21, 
and then along the inner side's of the guide 
bars, 18, as best shown in Figs. 3, 5 and 6 
and the overhanging ílanges, 19, serve to 
prevent the belts from flopping up and down 
as they are reciprocated as will presently be 
explained. The belts extend forwardly over 
the table and each has its forward end at 
tached to a bearing block, 25, which lat 
ter is provided with an upwardly extending 
lug, 26. One` bearing bloc‘k is provided for 
each guide bar and each bloeit projects be 
neat-h the overhangingz,Y íiange, 19, of the 
guide bar and the belts are secured to the 
upper surface of the blocks at one side of 
lug, 26, as shown in Fig. 6. Thus it lwill 
be understood that there are two bearing 
blocks, 25,»-one for each belt end, 24, and 
both blocks 'have the same relative vertical 
positions between the front and ends of 
the ide bars and one being at one side 
of the work bed and the other at the oppo 
site side of said bed, as can be seen in Figs. 
2 and 3 of the drawings. A roller, 27, ex~ 
.tends horizontally between and has its ends 
supported in the Atwo spaced-apart lugs, 2G, 
of the bearing blocks and said roller extends 
through the loop,'15, of the belt or strip, 13, 
as best shown in'Fig. 4. 
On the front vertical edge, 28, of the 

table, I provide two idler or guide pulleys, 
29, each yof which has position et the front 
end of one ofthe guide bars. `Two belts, 
30, each have an end secured to one of the 
bearin blocks and said belts then pass over 
the pu leys, 29 and extend downwardly and 
then rearwardly beneath the table, 2, where 
their other ends are wound on a drum shaft, 
31, that extends horizontally below the table, 
as seen in Figs. 1 and 2. 

` Fromthe foregoing explanation it- will be 
understood each bearing block, 25, is con 

' nected b two belts one of which, 24, extends 
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rearwar y along the guide bar and through 
slot, 21, andlms its end wound on shaft, 22, 
and thel y_other belt, 30, extends forwardly 
î'romïî'.,the 'bearing block and then down 
wïsrdlyrover idler, 29, and has its end wound 
o`n1„_clrti£§1h shaët, 31. Übviously, if shaft, 22, 
is revolsed _so es to wind belts, 2l, thereon, 
the bearingfblocks, 25, and roller, 27 ,~ will be 
drawny „rearwardly,the roller traveling 
horizontally over theiwork-bed 8, and at this 
same >time ̀ the two belts, 3_0, will be unwound 
from drum shaft. 3l, and will cause the lat 

This movement ot the bear 
ing blocks and roller rearwardly ‘is effected' 
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in the present instance by means of a foot 
treadle, 32, which will`be depressed by the 
foot -o? the operator, and through the con 
neet-ion of said treadle with the shaft, 22, by 

' a band orstrap, One end of this strap 1s 

_and pawl takes place 

secured to the treadle and 'the other end is 
Wound at, 34, on the shaft, 2,*-the winding 
being done in a direction reverse to the wind 
ing of the st'ra s, 2_4, on said shaft, 22, so 
that the unwin ing of strap, 33, from shaft, 
22, will cause the winding of the straps, 24,' 
on _said shaft. v„lkw-ill also be see’n that the 
winding of the straps 24. on shaft, 22, will 
cause the unwinding of straps, 30, from the 
drum shaft, 31. Y 

‘ By again referring to Figs. 1 and 2 it will 
be seen that a tlexib e stra i, 35, is wound on 
the drum shaft, 31, in a irection that will 
cause it to wind thereon while the straps, 30, 
are unwinding ,therefrom and said strap, 35, 
depends from said drum shaft and is at» 
tached to a foot treadle, 36. Thus it will be 
seen that wheel treadle, 32, is depressed the 
bearing'bloclts, 25, and roller, 27, will travel 
rearwardly over the table und treadle, 36, 
will be raised and when ireadlc, 36, is de 
pressed a reverse movement of the same 
parts takes place. '  
The outer end of drum shaft, 31, is pro 

vided with a pinion, 37, which meshes with 
and turns a gear, 38, which latter is loosely 
carried on aA. short horizontal convcycr 
shaft, 39. A ratchet wheel ll0, is rigidly at 
tached to said ennveyer shaft and has posi~ 
tion at the side of the loose gear, und a 
pawl, 41, is pivotally mounted at the side ot 
the loose gear so as to engage the ratchet 
wheel. A spring, 42, yieldingly holds the 
pawl against the vface of the ratchet wheel. 
It will thus be seen that as the pinion, 37, 
is turned in one direction the gear, pawl and 
ratchet will rotate conveyer shaft, 39, but 
when a return movement of the pi ion, gear 

the latter will 
ride over the ratchet wheel. Thusl the con 
veyer is given an intermediate movement at 
each operation. of foot >treadle, 32. The 
operation of wrapping is carried on fol 
lows? A wrapper, 43, of paper tin foil or 
other material, or of a _paper with tin foil 
sheet laid thereon, is laid in the concavi y, 
10, at the front of the-work-bed and on op 
of the flexible belt or strip, 13, as sho'wn 
in Figs. 3 and Al,~~the wrapper being of 
greater width than the belt or strip and lay» 
ing cross-wise thereon with its ends project 
ing beyond the opposite longitudinal side 
edges of the belt or'strip. The article to be 
wrapped,' which in the present instance is 
shown as a cigar, 44C, is then laid on the 
wrapper in said concavity and the same will 
thus have position in front of but below the 
roller` 27, which passes through the loop 15, 
of said belt or strip. The operator then be 
gins a‘depression of the foot treadle, 32, and 
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a5 to begin wrapping 
this return motioirthe stopbar, 20, which` 
extends horizontally between the guide bars` 

causes shaft 22, Vto revolve 'a direction 
that will _wind the belts, 24, thereon thus 
pulling or drawing the forward ends-.of said 
belts and the bearing blocks, 25, attached 

5 thereto rearwardly along the guide bars,4 18.` 
This rearward sliding of the bearing blocks 
carries the roller, 27, and the loop, _15, ofthe 
belt .or strip, 13, over theî cigar and vin doing 
this the belt or strip farms a second loop, 
45, around the cigar- or other article and the 
edge, 46, of the Wrapper which is to first 
wind labout thearticle. The continued rear 
ward movement of .the roller, 27, will cause 
the cigar or other article to roll up out of 
the concavit andonto the central body por 
tion, 8, of 't e work bed at which point the 
wrapper will encircle the _body of the cigar 
entirel but the ends will roject over the side ed’ges of' said central ii 
The operator ̀ then grasps thetwo- projecting 
ends of the wrapper and holds them firmly 
with the ?ngers while the cigar continues to 
revolve and roll along the central body, 8,-‘ 
of course the hands of the operator will fol“L 
low along with the rolling cigar while the 
ends ofthe wrapper' are being held by the 
fin ers. This revolution of the wrapper 
bo y, and the inclosed oiga-r, while the 
ends of the wrapper ' are being held 
b the operator against rotation, will 
obviously cause the two held ends to be~ 
come twisted-‘both end twists, 47, (see Fig. 
7 oi? the drawing) being made in the same 
direction, and the wrapper thus held bythe 
twists., The movement of the roller' is 
greate’ij‘than the length ~ot the „work bed, 8, 
conseqiiently the wrapped ci ar or other 

' article'will b'e carried to and ropped from 
the. end of the central 'f body portion, 8, 
through the opening, 5, Vand into chute,_7, 
which detracts the wrapper and twisted end 
package onto an endless conveyer, 48, which 
intermittently moves forward and carries the 
wrappedcigars. During .the travel'of the 
bearing blocks, 25, rearwardly to effect a 
wrapping of the article, the belts, 30, will be 
drawn from the drum shaft, 31; which effects 
a. revolution of said drum- shaft in such! a 
direction that strap, 35, will be Wound there 

when the Wrapping operation is completed 
the said treadle, 36, is elevated and by de 
pressing the latter the bearing blocks and 
roller are returned to their normal position 

' another package. On 

will form a stop for the bearing blocks to 
limit the forward movement of the latter. 
Having thus described my invention what 

I Vclaim and desire to secure by Letters» 
Patent is :- ' ' 

l.a The combination'with a stationary 
work-bed, ,of a flexibleA strip supported by 

5 the Work-bed and having its ends rigidly se 

O 

ody portion, 8. _ 

on and thereby elevate treadle, 36, thereforev 

cured at opposite ends of the Worklbed and 
extending over 4the work-bed on which latter 
the wrapper and the article to be wrapped 
_may be laid and means for forming a loop 
1n the strip to embrace the wrapper> and 
article and moving the loop over the work 
bed to roll the wrapper and article along 
the work-bed.y 

e , 

70 

2. The Acombination with a stationary l 
work-‘bed haying a concavity at one side, of 
a flexible strip extending over the work bed 
and' across the concavity; means for forming' 
a loop .in the .strip adjacent to the concavity 
and devices for moving said means to move 
the loop across the concavity and along the 
worlobed. . _ 

3. The combination with a stationary 
work-bed, of a flexible strip extending over 
the work-bed and having its ends secured at 
opposite` ends of the \vork-bed,-said strip 
havinga fullness between ̀ its ends whereby 
to form a loop; a movable device extending 
through the yloop of the strip and means for 
actuatin said device to move it together 
with the oop over the work bed. _ 

4. The combination with a stationary 
work-bed, of a. flexible strip extending over 
the workbed and having its ends secured 
at opposite ends of the work-bed,said 
strip having a loop between its ends; a 
roller passing through the said loop and 
means at the opposite ends of the roller for. 
moving the same lengthwise of the work-bed. 

5. The combination with a worl -bed hav 
ing a concavity, of a. flexible strip extending 
over the work~bed and across said concavity» 
and the4 two ends of said strip being secured; 
a rod extending across the concavity and 
over which tlier?lexible strip passes, and 
means for moving t-he rod over the con 
cavity and lengthwise of the work-bed. , 

6. The combination with a work-bed, of 
guide devices _extending'parallel with and 
at opposite sides of the work-bed; a íiexible 
strip extendingover the Work~bed; a bear 
ing‘block adjacent to each guide device; a 
roller carried by the bearing blocks and eX-v 
tending over the work-‘bed and' beneath the 
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flexible strip; means for moving the bearing. '  
blocks to carry the roller in one direction 
over the work-bed, and I.means for returning 
the bearing blocks and roller. ` ` 

7. The combination with a table having a 
discharge opening, of a Work-bed on said 
table and terminating at said opening; a 
Hexible strip' extending over the work-bed; 
a roller extending across the work~bed and 
beneath the flexible strip and means for 
moving the roller toward and ,from the open- ‘ 
ing in the table. . ` 

8. The'combination with a table having al 
discharge opening, of a workybed on the 
table and extending from the opening to 
ward one side of the table; a flexible strip 
havingone end secured adjacent to'the‘table 
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_ 1  «~_‘ sm?extending over the workbedyl a roller exîendin across the work-bed andi 
' 'daheim on 'the table :1t-opposite' sidesof“ beneath the ñexib e strip; means for recipro- 1 

l t diable-opening endßworbbedya ̀ bea'_„ringI eating the roller over the wolû-bed; n con- N5 
'_-bìßek ai', 5each guidegbar’; e'roilersustained i veyer to receive wrapped articles discharged 

.5 kb seiàringbìockjsand extending across'l through the tabìe-opening, and means for i 
t @Work-'bed and beneath the» ñer?ble strip i moving the conveyer.  . ` 
'sind _m .for reciprocating the bearing g ` In testimony whereof I añìx my signature 
biœka'mid‘roller across the table. ' ‘  in presence of two witnesses. '  

59. The combination with a table having a MILTON WERTHEIMER. 
16 discharge-opening, .of _a Work-bed yon said` Witnesses: . 
gtablen'ànd tenninating-at Seid openinä;` a CHARLES B. MANN, Jr., 
Èeiábîe strip extending over* the work- ed; G. FERD.- Voor. ' > 


